EBMUD LAC Committee Meeting Minutes  
DATE: 5/20/19  
TIME: 2:00-3:15  
LOCATION: EBMUD Admin Building, 375 11th Street, Oakland CA

PRESENT  
Dona Wessells  
Helmut Winkelhake  
Jerri McNair  
Kristin Bowman  
Paul Schultz  
Stew Winchester  
Geneva Gondak  
Tom Stewart  
Kelly Schoonmaker  
Lou Bendon  
Scott Sommerfeld  
Petra Marar

MINUTES  
2:10 pm Welcome and Agenda Review

2:15 pm Kelly presented the lawn conversion calculator  
  • Review of Landscape type drop down list  
  • Add very low to tree  
  • Rword messaging on MWELO and make consistent throughout webpage  
  • Add helpful links and footnotes to the bottom  
  • Make WUCOLS a hyperlink  
  • Keep the recommended maximum water use vertical line, possibly add a more visible color.  
  • Stopwaste and EBMUD working on MOA.

3:50 LEO update  
  • Working out calculator fields. Looks very similar to IA watering schedule calculator. Hope to present at next meeting.

3:55 MWELO and Landscape Schematic Plans  
  • Dona brought to the group’s attention a disconnect between MWELO approved landscape plans with actual as-built landscape design which makes it difficult to audit and conclude if the built landscape meets WELO specifications. Dona suggests creating a working group to address this issue.

NEXT MEETING  
Monday, July 22nd 2-3:15  
EBMUD Administration Building